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ABSTRACT
The Net-Centric Adapter for Legacy Systems (NCALS) is
a software technology that makes legacy system data and
services available in near real-time to the military Global
Information Grid (GIG). The intent of NCALS is to lower
the cost and risk, and to decrease the time required for
legacy systems to comply with U.S. Department of Defense
(DoD) net-centric technical standards. Many different
systems could use a common, configurable NCALS
software component to comply with these standards. The
benefit to the warfighter is improved interoperability with
joint and coalition forces.
NCALS enables legacy systems to move to a ServiceOriented Architecture (SOA) compatible with the GIG
without requiring a costly and risky re-architecture of their
legacy software. In addition, NCALS enables mission
critical systems such as weapon systems to segregate their
real-time, mission critical software from enterprise
integration software. This maintains the safety and
security required by such systems, while accommodating
rapid changes in Internet-based, enterprise technologies.
This paper will discuss the legacy system challenge
and describe a technology prototype developed by the
Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) Dahlgren to
realize the NCALS concept. The prototype works
automatically, behind the scenes, to expose legacy data to
the GIG and to make GIG data available to legacy systems.

Information Officer (CIO) has focused on access to and
sharing of information and timely, actionable intelligence
among geographically distributed military units, as well as
collaborative capabilities [1].
The DoD has developed the concept of Network-Centric
(a.k.a. net-centric) Operations (NCO) as a means of
meeting these challenges [2-6]. The net-centric approach
requires the networking of sensors, decision-makers and
weapon systems to enable shared awareness, rapid
decision-making, higher operational tempo, increased
survivability, and self-synchronization [3].
Selfsynchronization occurs when forces are able to coordinate
their actions in time with one another. Meeting all these
challenges requires timely, complete and accurate
information available to all forces.
The premise of net-centric operations is that the “whole
of an integrated and networked force is more than the sum
of its parts” [2].
This system-of-systems approach
demands that we provide warfighters access to timely,
relevant and accurate information.
Some important
attributes required to support NCO are noted in Table 1
[10].
A communications infrastructure, the Global
Information Grid (GIG), will network the entire DoD
enterprise, serving as a key enabler for net-centric
operations [19].

The beginning of the twenty-first century is an era of
surprise and uncertainty, presenting a variety of challenges
to the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD). These include:
asymmetric operations, non-state enemies, the need to
compress mission timelines, and the need to work with a
great variety of partners [5]. Meeting these challenges
requires great agility. As a result, the DoD Chief

Table 1. Some Key Net-Centric Attributes
Title
Description
Internet Protocol
Network communications
Post in Parallel
Immediate posting of data by
Provider
Smart Pull
Data accessible and tagged for
discovery
Data Centric
Separate
data
from
applications
Quality of Service Data timeliness, accuracy,
completeness and integrity
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In 2003 the DoD published its Net-Centric Data Strategy
for managing data in a net-centric environment. The key
thrusts of the strategy include [7, 9]: (a) ensuring data are
visible and available to the GIG when and where needed
for decision-making; (b) annotating all data with metadata
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to enable data discovery; (c) publishing of data wherever
possible to “shared spaces” on the GIG, ensuring
availability to users; and (d) moving from unique “pointto-point” interfaces between individual systems to “manyto-many” exchanges on the GIG. DoD systems must
expose their data via data access services to support these
thrusts.
To realize net-centric operations, the DoD is working to
greatly improve communications capabilities through its
GIG initiative, to capture warfighter requirements through
Communities of Interest, to provide core “enterprise
services”, and to identify supporting technical standards
through the DoD Information Technical Standards Registry
(DISR) [1,9,11,17,19]. These technical standards are
aligned with Internet and commercial engineering
standards and will support the implementation of ServiceOriented Architectures. Some of the key net-centric
standards are shown in Table 2 [11].
Table 2. Some Key Net-Centric Technical Standards
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP)
Web Services Description Language (WSDL)
eXtensible Markup Language (XML)
eXtensible Stylesheet Language (XSL)

The authors have observed that one of the most
significant obstacles to realization of net-centric operations
is the existence of legacy systems within the DoD. Legacy
systems are existing DoD systems, which were typically
not designed to support net-centric technical standards.
For example, the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for
Research, Development and Acquisition in 2005 identified
164 legacy systems, 42% of the total number of systems, in
the Navy and Marine Corps that will require upgrades to
meet the net-centric technical standards. Only 24% of
systems were new developments. The remainder of the
systems were planned for retirement or were being retained
without supporting net-centric standards [8].
The need to substantially change legacy system software
results in significant technical, schedule, cost, and
programmatic risks for each of these systems [16]. In
addition, commercially-available technologies compliant
with current net-centric standards (e.g., web services,
SOAP and XML) do not support the real-time,
deterministic processing required for many applications
[20-28]. As a result, it is very risky for mission critical
systems (e.g., weapon systems) with real-time and weaponsafety requirements to change their architecture to comply

with enterprise standards.
The authors’ experience has shown that such a
fundamental change on a typical DoD system development
schedule invites mission failure. Mission-critical systems
require stability in their internal architectures and real-time,
deterministic processing for safety, security and
certification reasons. On the other hand, net-centric
technical standards will have a much higher turnover rate,
as they are based on commercial and Internet standards.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the technical
challenges of net-enabling legacy systems and to describe a
software technology that enables those systems to
implement net-centric standards with reduced risk, cost and
schedule.
THE LEGACY SYSTEM CHALLENGE

Legacy systems present a number of technical challenges
to achieving net-centric standards compliance. These
issues often include: software architectures [16], data
formats, external interfaces, and constraints of safety and
security. These challenges are discussed below.
Legacy Software Architectures
The typical legacy tactical system in DoD today was not
designed to comply with net-centric technical standards in
either their internal software architectures or their external
interfaces. The authors have observed that many of these
systems were not designed to use some of the key Internetrelated standards, such as HTML, HTTP, SOAP, WSDL
and XML. The reasons for this include: (1) the inability of
Internet standards to satisfy real-time, mission critical
requirements [20-28]; and (2) the computing standards and
commercial products available at the time many of today’s
military systems were developed [29-31].
The authors have observed two prevalent mechanisms
used for communications within legacy military software
architectures by server and client software applications: (a)
Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs) made using Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs), and (b) the Common
Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [32]. Both
RPC/APIs and CORBA use the Transmission Control
Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) for message
transmission.
Figure 1 depicts the use of RPC over socket-based APIs to
support communications between client and server
software applications over a network. The figure shows a
client application and a server application connected to a
common network. The client needs to perform a function
on some data, while the server can perform that function.
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These interfaces are numerous and essentially proprietary,
because they only work for a pair of systems. On the other
hand, net-centric compliance requires a “many-to-many”
data exchange approach [7]. This requires a more open
approach to defining interfaces, as well as the
implementation of net-centric technical standards such as
XML.
Object
Implementation

Client Application
Network

Object A:
function()
object data

call
A.function()

Figure 1. Remote Procedure Call over an Application
Programming Interface

CORBA
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CORBA
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Socket

Socket

To initiate this function call, the client uses an RPC to
remotely call the server function. The client uses software
“sockets” and TCP/IP to call the function. On the network,
TCP/IP is used to transmit the function call and provide it
on the proper socket. The server recognizes the RPC,
performs the function, and provides the results back to the
client.
Figure 2 depicts the use of CORBA to support
communications between client and server software
applications over a network. CORBA, a specification
developed by the Object Management Group [32], is an
object-oriented counterpart to a socket-based API. In the
object-oriented paradigm, the calling application invokes a
“method” on an object. An Object Request Broker (ORB),
which is a software implementation of the CORBA
specification, keeps track of the locations of software and
objects on the network. It determines the location of
Object A’s implementation and invokes the appropriate
method on that object.

TCP/IP

Legacy Data Formats and Access
Data in a typical legacy system are held in legacy
formats. Often these consist of custom and proprietary
data formats and conventions that were selected by the
developer to initially implement for each legacy system.
Legacy formats may be due to the lack of data standards
and/or the lack of interoperability requirements at the time
the system was developed. In addition, the legacy data is
rarely accessible via standard, net-centric mechanisms
(e.g., web services). Accessing and translating legacy data
often requires a very large engineering effort [16].

TCP/IP

Object Request Broker (ORB)
Network

Figure 2.
Common
Architecture (CORBA)

Object

Request

Broker

Safety and Security Constraints
Legacy military systems typically have important safety
and security constraints on their design and performance.
For example, weapon systems are concerned with weapon
safety requirements, such as maintaining positive control of
their weapons under all circumstances. They may also be
concerned with issues such as crossing security domains
when connecting to the GIG or with other systems with
which interfaces are required. As an example, the authors
have observed that this is typical for systems on a ship,
where a mixture of multiple security domains exists, due to
a variety of classification levels, access authorization, and
“need to know.”
As a result, radically changing the software architectures
of such systems greatly increases risk and invites mission
critical failure.
Despite great advances in software
technologies, current enterprise standards, tools and
implementations are largely unable to meet the most
challenging real-time, deterministic requirements of these
critical systems [20-28].

Legacy Point-to-Point Interfaces
Traditionally in DoD, data exchange between two
systems has been defined for point-to-point interfaces [7].
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NET-CENTRIC ADAPTER
Net-Centric Adapter Concept
The goal of the Net-Centric Adapter for Legacy Systems
(NCALS) is to enable legacy military systems to affordably
participate in a net-centric force. Specifically, NCALS
minimizes the changes to legacy systems required to
participate on the GIG. In addition, it is designed as a
common, generic software component that could be used
by many different legacy systems. To achieve this, several
technical objectives were necessary:
"
"
"
"

Enable legacy systems to publish their data and
services to the GIG
Enable legacy systems to subscribe to GIG data and
services
Reduce the software development effort required to
implement net-enable legacy systems
Architect the NCALS software as a common,
configurable component

The NCALS software concept is illustrated in Figure 3.
It serves as an automated, two-way gateway between a
legacy system and the GIG. As such, it works behind the
scenes in an automated fashion to expose data from legacy
systems to users of the GIG. In addition, it must be
configurable, as a common software component, to support
a variety of legacy systems needs, as well as portable
across a variety of computing platforms. Lastly, its
architecture must be scalable to accommodate the netcentric data requirements of many different legacy systems.
Legacy System
Software Components
X

Global
Information
Grid

•Legacy Software
Interfaces
•Legacy Data and
Services

NCALS
Software

•Enterprise Data
•Enterprise Services

centric standard formats and publish it to the GIG in
compliance with net-centric standards.
Likewise, it
transforms GIG data into legacy data formats and injects it
into the legacy system via its existing software interfaces.
Regardless of the particular domain, data and services of
a legacy system, much of the NCALS functionality is
common. However, it is configurable to accommodate the
specifics of a particular legacy system operating in its
specific domain of operations.
Since NCALS is designed to enable net-centric
operations, it focuses on enabling legacy systems to
interoperate with the GIG. As a result, it provides a
service-oriented architecture connection for a legacy
system to the rest of the DoD enterprise on the GIG.
However, it does not modify the legacy components to
comply internally with the net-centric technical standards.
It allows the legacy system architecture to remain largely
undisturbed.
Figure 3 assumes that the GIG provides a web server as a
“shared space” on the GIG. However, depending on the
legacy system and military platform (e.g., a ship)
requirements, it may be necessary to couple NCALS with a
web server as a package for the system or platform. This is
depicted in Figure 4. The arrows in this figure denote
functional interfaces that utilize a LAN for connectivity.
LAN

LAN

Global
Information
Grid

Web
Application
Server

Legacy
System

Figure 4. NCALS Coupled with a Web Server
Security Considerations
Since we are considering the requirements of military
systems, it is necessary to address security. Integrating
NCALS with a legacy system does not require a major
change in legacy system architecture for security. Existing
secure guards that ensure secure data flow across a security
domain can be used as shown in Figure 5.

Y

Classification Level A

Figure 3. NCALS Software Concept
A legacy system consists of legacy software components
running on hardware, typically on a Local Area Network
(LAN). These software components communicate with
one another via legacy software interfaces (e.g., APIs
and/or CORBA) and hold data in legacy formats.
The NCALS software uses the existing legacy software
interfaces to obtain legacy data, transform it into net-

NCALS

Global
Information
Grid

LAN

Web
Application
Server

Classification Level B

Secure
Guard

NCALS
LAN

Figure 5. NCALS with a Secure Guard
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Legacy
System

However, connecting some legacy systems to the GIG
may require a secure guard where one was not previously
required. Note that the new connection brings the security
requirement, no matter how the legacy system complies
with net-centric technical standards. It is not a result of
using NCALS to comply with those standards. Regardless,
some legacy systems will certainly need a secure guard to
connect to the GIG. Future plans to address this need are
briefly described later in this paper.
Software Prototype
NSWC Dahlgren developed a software prototype of
NCALS in a three-phased prototyping effort. Phase I
demonstrated an initial prototype that performed
legacy/enterprise data transformations in near-real-time
with simulations of legacy systems. Phase II matured the
prototype architecture and functionality, and demonstrated
it with an existing Navy tactical system. During Phase III,
we have demonstrated NCALS coupled with a standard
web server and created a portable demonstration capability.
The NCALS prototype is implemented in the Java
programming language, to promote portability and ease of
implementing the Internet-based net-centric standards. It
can be configured for data transformations between legacy
and net-centric data formats using eXtensible Stylesheet
Language Transformations (XSLT) or using custom
transforms based on software object classes. In addition to
APIs and CORBA (multiple versions), it can support
software interfaces that use the Java Messaging Service
(JMS) or shared files. Interfaces can also be rapidly
customized to other types. Legacy data formats include
API parameters (fields) and objects referenced in CORBA
interface descriptions.
Legacy System
or GIG Interface (I/F)
System A
(source)

Legacy System
or GIG Interface (I/F)

I/F

I/F

Connection A

System B
(sink)

Connection B

Consumes data
from I/F

Produces data to I/F
Transform
Transforms data
Adapter
Subscribes to Connections
and Transfers Data

Figure 6. Generic Software Adapter Design
NCALS utilizes a generic software “adapter” design to
establish connections between legacy systems and a GIG or
platform web server and to make the appropriate data

transformations. The unidirectional adapter design is
shown in Figure 6. This design enables either a legacy
system or a GIG interface to serve as a data “consumer” or
a data “producer.” The adapter handles connections to
both the consumer and the producer. It subscribes
consumers of data to appropriate connections, transforms
legacy data formats obtained from legacy software
interfaces, and transfers data between the two connections.
Two-way interfaces between two systems are
implemented by instantiating two, one-way adapters, as
shown in Figure 7. So, both a legacy system and the GIG
can serve as both a producer and consumer of different
types of data, as appropriate.

Adapter

Transform

Connection A

Connection B

I/F

I/F

I/F

I/F

System B

System A
Connection A

Connection B

Transform

Adapter

Figure 7. Instantiation of Two, One-Way Adapters
Relationship to Prior Work
Prior to developing an NCALS prototype, NSWCDD
conducted an evaluation of Commercial Off-The-Shelf
(COTS) tools that claimed the potential to solve the
technical challenges described above. The evaluation
started with a market survey and ended with a detailed,
hands-on evaluation of the most promising tools. This
evaluation concluded that most enterprise integration
software applications and frameworks are focused on rapid,
optimized integration with back-end, legacy databases.
These tools do not provide an easy and convenient way to
integrate with legacy software-to-software interfaces.
While these tools tend to implement good XML-to-XML
data translation capabilities, they provide much less
capability for legacy data formats [15].
Using these tools with non-XML, proprietary, legacy
data formats requires a very significant amount of custom
programming [15]. In addition, we found the most capable
tools in this area to be expensive [15].
NCALS, on the other hand, was developed with a
specific focus on addressing the problem of enabling
legacy military systems to comply with net-centric
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standards. As such, it specifically addresses the common
types of legacy software-to-software interfaces and
translation of legacy data formats to XML-based formats.
NCALS provides a flexible configuration capability for
legacy software interfaces and data formats at a very low
level (e.g., the socket connection level and the byte-level
for data). Its design in this area is much more generic and
easier to use than the COTS tools.
NCALS has applied a number of software design
patterns to a much larger scope than seen previously: the
level of an entire legacy system or enterprise system, as
well as to that of major software components. Traditional
design patterns are applied to small software components at
the level of classes and methods [13, 14].
NCALS can be considered an application of the Adapter
Pattern [13] at this higher level. In addition, NCALS
applies the message aggregator, channel adapter, message
broker, and publish-subscribe channel patterns [14] at the
system level. While NCALS leverages middleware
standards (e.g., CORBA), it operates at a level above
traditional middleware [29, 31].
In applying these design patterns at the enterprise system
level, NCALS provides adaptation of services and data for
a system composed of multiple, heterogeneous software
components employing a variety of standard and nonstandard communication mechanisms. For example, some
legacy military systems began using commercial Object
Request Brokers (ORBs) when the CORBA specification
was mature but still evolving.
As a result, they
implemented proprietary object directories.
When
CORBA evolved to standardize naming services [32], the
legacy systems were too far along in development to
implement the standardized services.
NCALS also supports legacy implementations that are
no longer supported by commercial enterprise standards.
For example, the Java programming language version 1.5
implemented support of a new version of CORBA in a way
that was not backward compatible with older CORBA
implementations [32-34]. NCALS supports both the newer
and the older legacy implementations of CORBA.
NCALS Demonstration
In 2007, NSWCDD demonstrated the NCALS prototype
in the domain of a legacy Strike Warfare system engaging
a time critical land target as tasked by a joint service
Command and Control (C2) system. The configuration for
this demonstration is depicted in Figure 8. The arrows in
this figure represent functional interfaces between systems
or components.
In this demonstration, the NCALS prototype tapped into
API and CORBA software interfaces to obtain legacy data,
automatically transformed this data to a net-centric XMLbased data format, and transferred this data to a simulated

C2 system on a simulated GIG network. Likewise,
enterprise data from the C2 system was transformed and
transferred to the legacy system via its internal software
interfaces.
Strike Coordinator
Simulated
Joint C2
System

Enterprise
Data
Formats

Local Area
Network

GIG
Simulator

Enterprise
Data
Formats

CORBA
Interfaces

Legacy
Strike Warfare
System

Legacy
Data
Formats

NCALS
Prototype

Firing Unit

Figure 8. 2007 NCALS Prototype Demonstration
One very significant observation is that no legacy
software source code was modified for this demonstration.
The only change required to the legacy system was a
modification of its secure router’s configuration to allow
NCALS to connect to its internal network. In 2008,
NSWCDD enhanced the NCALS prototype to support web
services via a standard web server, as used on the Internet.
A simulation-based, portable demonstration was also
developed.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Near-term plans for NCALS include preparing the
current prototype for use by DoD acquisition programs in
their legacy systems. Now that many critical functions
have been prototyped and demonstrated, NSWC is in the
process of collecting baseline NCALS software
performance information, including message throughput
and latency.
A configuration tool for NCALS is currently being
developed. This tool will simplify and automate the
configuration of NCALS to meet the needs of a large
variety of legacy systems. In addition, the prototype will be
further matured in 2010 and packaged as a beta version for
legacy system developers to try out.
Beyond these near-term plans, the authors desire to
integrate NCALS with a cross-domain security product.
This integration will enable legacy system developers to
connect higher-security systems to the GIG. One candidate
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to serve as the secure guard is the Inter-LAN Socket
Connection Manager (ILSCM) developed at NSWC
Dahlgren. The ILSCM is a Government Off-The-Shelf
(GOTS) software component that performs bi-directional
XML message validation and medium assurance guard
functions. ILSCM, like NCALS, is not tailored to the needs
of any particular program. It is versatile and fully scaleable
to support the needs of any system seeking an affordable
bi-directional guard for XML-based messaging. [12]
The authors would like to explore several additional
applications of the adapter concept. One possible extension
is that of an aggregator and broker at a domain or
Community of Interest (COI) level. This would support
having sets of multiple legacy systems that operate in a
particular domain or COI integrated with the rest of the
GIG via a “domain adapter/broker.”
Other potential applications include: using NCALS to
integrate legacy software components with new or more
modern software components; near real-time data format
translation; and leveraging Semantic Web technologies to
enable service discovery on the GIG.
CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed the technical challenges to netenabling legacy military systems and has described
NCALS as a potential solution. When configured properly
for a particular system and its data requirements, NCALS
works automatically, behind the scenes, to expose legacy
data to the GIG. It can also inject GIG data into a legacy
system via existing software interfaces in existing data
formats. This has great potential in DoD to reduce the
cost, schedule and technical risks of legacy system
compliance with the net-centric technical standards.
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